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Abstract—Through Silicon Vias (TSVs) are the method of
choice to realize vertical connections between different chip layers
in three dimensional Integrated Circuits (3D-ICs). These TSVs
offer a fast connection and due to their short wire length, only a
small capacitive load to the driving circuitry. On the other hand
TSVs consume a relative large amount of chip area and as TSV-
count increases the overall yield generally drops due to TSV
manufacturing difficulties. As a result of the low capacitance,
TSVs can be clocked much higher than conventional intra-
layer links. To fully utilize the TSV-based vertical bandwidth
we propose using them in a multiplexed manner and share
them between several virtual links. On top of that we propose
using TSVs to stretch state-of-the art interconnects like busses,
crossbars or NoCs to other silicon layers in the 3D stack. This
reduces TSV count and gives designers the opportunity to easily
migrate from 2D to 3D designs and to largely benefit from reuse
of existing IP blocks and interconnection schemes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Years ago, when much lower clock frequencies were applied
in digital circuits, signals that cross a entire chip within one
clock cycle where possible by using global wires [1]. In current
SoCs however, with much higher frequencies on the one hand
and increased numbers of communicating elements on the
other, shared buses that span the whole chip are not feasable
anymore. This so-called interconnect bottleneck has led to the
emergence of new interconnection schemes like bridged busses
[2], ring topologies or Network-on-Chip [3]. These approaches
however do not grab the root of the interconnect bottleneck as
they do not reduce the wire lengths but allow signals to take
multiple clock cycles for reaching their destination.

A promising solution to overcome the interconnect bottle-
neck is using ICs consisting of several active silicon layers,
so called 3D-ICs. If the vertical distance between the layers
is short and the connections can be realized as direct vias,
punching through the silicon, the average length of global
wires is obviously reduced. In 3D-ICs the length of the longest
interconnect is reduced by a factor of

√
N where N is the

number of active layers [4].
The costs of TSVs are high in terms of two aspects: (1)

Area consumption: Although TSVs are very short connections
they have large diameters in the dimension of several (tens) of
µm. Wide parallel vertical interconnects built with TSV arrays
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therefore consume a significant amount of chip area. (2) Yield
drop: With larger number of TSVs in a 3D-IC the probability
for that IC to fail dramatically increases. This impact on yield
makes 3D-ICs with a high density of TSVs expensive.

With the approach presented in this paper we are pursuing
two objectives:

1) Reduce TSV count while keeping interconnect perfor-
mance

2) Give designers a technique to ease the transition from
2D to 3D design and allow design reuse

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section
II we give a general motivation for our approach. Section III
shows related work in the field of 3D interconnect. Section IV
presents our concept of virtual vertical links, section V gives
information on the implementation of building blocks used
in our architecture and section VI gives simulation results.
Section VII concludes this paper.

II. MOTIVATION

TSVs have diameters in the range of multiples of even the
widest intra-layer wires on the upper metal layer. In contrast
to global wires, they are very short (in the region of some tens
of µm). This allows applying a much higher clock frequency
to TSV arrays, compared to long intra-layer wires.

Synchronous global clock distribution networks like three
dimensional extension of H-trees are hard to realize and
will very unlikely be a suitable solution for chip wide clock
distribution in future 3D-ICs [5]. Thus, a fully synchronous
3D-IC is not a realistic scenario. This further stimulates using
interconnect schemes with inherent support for clock domain
crossings and support a GALS (Globally Asynchronous Lo-
cally Synchronous) based design methodology.

As the CPU industry is moving towards multicore and
manycore architectures, On-Chip-Networks (NoCs) are ap-
plied. Architectures with tens or even hundreds of processing
units are on the horizon. First prototypes of such Chip-Multi-
Processors (CMPs) like the Intel SCC [6] or the Tilera [7]
processors are already available. Such architectures require a
high-bandwidth NoC as interconnect backbone. Such a NoC
is typically built as mesh structure where each router is con-
nected to one (or more) compute tile(s) and four neighboring
routers. 3D-Integration offers large benefits for such systems.



Fig. 1. Vertical continuation of different interconnect topologies

On the one hand, the processing elements are brought closer
together (each processing tile has more neighbors resulting in
shorter wires) and on the other hand a huge die can be split
into several smaller dies. This is beneficial, as multiple smaller
dies generally show a higher yield, than one large die of the
size of the total area.

To realize a 3D-Mesh-NoC, many TSVs are required, re-
sulting in a large TSV induced area consumption [8]. Besides
the large area consumption, also the overall yield drops sig-
nificantly if many TSVs are used in a design [9]. Our solution
to this problem is the aggregation of multiple vertical links
and transportation over one shared TSV array, that is clocked
with a higher frequency than the intra-layer interconnects.

While such CMPs are very homogenous structures, also
heterogeneous 3D systems benefit from our approach. It is
expected that most of the upcoming heterogeneous 3D-ICs will
not be full new designs from scratch, but rather be a mixture of
both conventional and newly developed 3D optimized circuit
blocks. Thus it would be a big advantage if several on-chip
and off-chip interconnection structures could be reused and
integrated into the chip stack. To offer designers a solution
for reusing legacy protocols we suggest a flexible architecture
that is capable of stretching multiple interconnects realized
with different on-chip-interconnect protocols.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work, where a
concept is shown that allows stretching multiple and different
on-chip-interconnects between different silicon layers of a 3D-
IC using a common TSV array.

III. RELATED WORK

The idea of using serialization schemes to reduce the
number of TSVs used for inter-layer communication has been
discussed in several publications [10]–[13].

In [11] the approach of using asynchronous timeless QDI
protocols (e.g. 1-of-m signaling) for TSV-based communi-
cation is presented. Such asynchronous protocols have the
advantage that no global clock distribution is required and
that they are tolerant against variances in delay on different
TSVs. However, they require at least twice as many TSVs as
a conventional synchronous link. Also their specific protocol
(use of All-Zero-Wavefronts to keep apart consecutive data
words) can slow down the throughput.

In [10] a serialization scheme using a synchronous TSV
link is presented. However, only the serialiazation of one
link is covered. There is no multiplexing of multiple links
or statistical multiplexing of TSV bandwidth.

In [13] the authors present a serialization scheme based
on the ideas of conventional On-Chip-Serialization with shift-
register based pulsed transmission.

None of the works listed above covers multiplexing different
links on one TSV array.

Our research is closely related to the topic of 3D-Network-
On-Chip (3D-NoC) ( [14] gives an overview). Several topolo-
gies for 3D-NoCs haven been proposed that extend con-
ventional 2D NoCs to the third dimension [15]–[17]. This
extension is achieved by adding additonal ports to 2D intra-
layer routers for connecting vertical links. Such structures
suffer from high interconnect area due to high number of TSVs
and are not optimized for TSV saving. 3D optimized routers,
that stretch over more than one layer have been presented in
[18], [19]. In [18] a 3D-crosbbar is used, and in [19] a stacked
router is presented, where the NoC links and nodes themselves
are multilayered and therefore such a router requires that the
IP-Cores connected to the NoC, are designed in a multilayered
fashion as well. Both implementations target to minimize the
logic area by avoiding costly 7-port crossbars. However, they
still require a large number of vertical interconnects and a
rather optimistic TSV induced area consumption is assummed.
In [20] the authors propose a scheme where multiple routers
share a common TSV array for intra layer NoC links. Access
to the TSV array is granted by an arbiter. However, no
serialiazation is applied here and the TSV array is clocked
with the same frequency as the intra-layer links.

In [12] a hierarchical NoC-Router using serialiazation is
presented.

The works of Rahmani et al. [21]–[25] focus on power
efficient 3D NoC architectures, but also target to reduce TSV
count. Here for the vertical interconnects, a TSV array is
operated in a biderictional manner and frequency upscaling
is applied to compensate for the througput loss compared to
unidirectional links. In [23]–[25] a NoC architecture using
vertical busses for inter-layer communication is proposed.

Allthough naturally a NoC can offer virtual channels, all
these channels are homogenous. We, in contrast, focus on
stretching multiple heterogenous interconnects by using virtual
links. These links can have different bandwidth requirements,
data widths and run different protocols on different clock
frequencies. The goal of our work is to reduce the number of
TSVs, and by that improve yield and reduce area consumption.



Fig. 2. Abstraction layers in 3D on-chip-interconnect
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IV. VERTICAL LINK ARCHITECTURE

Several models to divide on-chip communication in SoC
designs into multiple levels of abstractions have been proposed
in literature [26]. For 3D-ICs the situation is different in the
sense, that a new layer can be introduced between two of
the lowest layers. With the presence of TSVs it is possible
and benefitial to use virtual links for realizing inter-layer
interconnects. Multiple virtual links can share a TSV array,
by using TDMA and serialization.

To characterize inter-layer communication we propose
structuring the communication hierarchy into a stack of three
abstraction layers, which we call as follows:

• Physical/TSV Layer
• Virtual Link Layer
• Interconnect Layer

Figure 2 shows the 3 abstraction layer and forms what we
call a TSV-Hub. Such a TSV-Hub has the ability of trans-
parently continueing several (possibly different) interconnect
protocols to other chip layers. A protocol is adapted on the
interconnect layer by a specific adaptor. Such an adaptor in
turn, uses one or more generic virtual links (VLinks).

We focus on GALS as a general clocking paradigm for the
overall 3D-IC but we operate the TSV-Arrays in a synchronous
fashion. In terms of a GALS system a TSV-Hub forms an
synchronous island (as shown in Figure 3), spanning two chip
layers. TSV arrays can be built in a very regular fashion with
little deviation of physical parameters like TSV capacitance.
Therefore a TSV array is predestinated for being used as a
high-speed synchronous parallel link.

The following paragraphs further explain the different
abstraction layers.

Fig. 4. Vertical Continuation of different interconnect

1) Physical/TSV Layer: The physical layer builds the elec-
trical inter-layer connection, realized by an array of TSVs. The
parameters that characterize the physical link to the next level
of abstraction are the maximum clock frequency ftsv and the
number of TSVs in the array (n). Hence, the raw capacity
offered by the TSV array equals: Btsv = ftsv ·n.

The maximum clock frequency can be calculated by means
of a lumped RC-based TSV model. In [27] it is shown that
a T-shaped lumped RC-model is sufficient in general for
calculating the delay and deviates only little from the results,
gained by measurements or simulations.

The quantities of the elements in the lumped model can be
derived from several physical properties, like TSV-height and
-diameter, TSV oxide thickness, TSV material, level of doping
of the surrounding substrate and the length of the connecting
horizontal wires.

The actual area consumption of a TSV array is determined
by several factors: the diameter of the TSVs, the diameter of
the TSV landing pads (larger pads reduce alignment difficul-
ties), and the TSV pitch (higher pitch generally results in a
higher yield [28]).

An overview on different TSV technologies and their
dimensions is provided in [28].

2) Virtual Link Layer: To use a physical TSV array in
a flexible manner we propose a Virtual Link Layer, where
generic virtual links (we call them VLinks) are provided.
All these VLinks (within one TSV-Hub) are transported over
the same TSV array. The terminations of such VLinks come
in different flavors and can be used as building blocks to
construct a vertical hub that is tailored to the specific needs of
the protocols that are transported, and to the properties of the
design, like the clock distribution and level of synchronicity
of different synchronous islands.

The VLinks provided by the Virtual Link Layer are trans-



ported over a TSV array with a total number of n TSVs, that
can be split in data TSVs (nd) and control TSVs (nc) used
for signaling and flow control (Figure 4).

The VLink terminations provide 3 functionalities: (1) Seri-
alization/deserialization of the incoming/outgoing data stream
to adjust it to the number of TSVs provided by the physical
TSV array. (2) Temporal buffering of a specific number of
data words, (3) Synchonization between interconnect and TSV
clock domain.

A VLink is configurable regarding several aspects: (1)
the number of protocol side data bits (m), (2) the number
of physical side data bits / number of data TSVs (nd),
(3) the relation of the read and write clocks (synchronous,
mesochronous, asynchronous), (4) the quality-of-Service level
(guaranteed service or best effort), (5) the buffer depth of the
link at both input and output side.

A first analytical view on data serialization for TSV-based
interconnects has been presented in [12], where one link is
serialized. We extend it for the scenario where multiple links
are first serialized and then multiplexed on one TSV array.

The serialization rate Si for a specific link i equals Si =
mi/nd.

The relation of the interconnect clock and TSV clock, gives
the link speedup L = fTSV /fLink

If multiple links are present, that show different data sizes
(mi) and different interconnect frequencies (fic,i) the require-
ment to keep the link performance is:

N−1∑
i=0

fic,i ·mi ≥ ftsv ·nd or
N−1∑
i=0

Si

Li
≥ 1

Depending on the expected traffic patterns it can be useful to
oversubscribe the TSV array in terms of bandwidth. This leads
to a performance degregation if the load is 100% on all links
and the inequalities given above are not fullfilled anymore.

The virtual links are multiplexed on one physical link (TSV
array) in a TDMA fashion. The used arbiter is modular.
Depending on the services that are used, it implements two
arbitration schemes:

A pure TDMA arbiter is used, for links requiring a guar-
anteed bandwidth. Here, timeslots can be assigned directly to
a specific VLink to allocate a guaranteed share of the TSV
bandwidth. In addition to the fixed timeslots from the TDMA
arbiter, dynamic timeslots can be added by running a dynamic
TDMA (dTDMA) schedule (based on the ideas of [29] and
[30]). With dTDMA, timeslots in the cycle are only used if
there is data available in the corresponding queue. In other
words, the number of timeslots can grow and shrink from
round to round with the number of queues containing data.

The following building blocks are available for the termi-
nation of VLinks:

• Asynchronous register with handshake
• Asynchronous FIFO
• Mesochronous register handshake
• Mesochronous FIFO
• Synchronous/Ratiochronous register with or without

handshake
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Fig. 5. multiple TSV-Hubs in series

• Synchronous/Ratiochronous FIFO
The asynchronous blocks offer the highest flexibility, but

also exhibit the highest cost in terms of area and latency. Read
and write clock can be fully independent.

The mesochronous blocks are used if there is a
mesochronous relation between the TSV clock and the inter-
connect clock. That is the case if TSV and interconnect clock
share one clock source. Mesochronous synchronizers can be
realized with less chip area and show a smaller delay. The
synchronizers are built according to [5].

If a link is established not to a direct neighbor but to a chip
layer farther away in the chip stack, multiple TSV-Hubs can
be traversed in series (as depicted in Figure 5). If a link is not
leaving at a certain chip layer, the Virtual Link Layer is not
left in this chip layer and no VLink termination is required.
Only a synchronizer is needed to allow clock domain crossing
between different TSV clocks.

3) Interconnect Layer: The Interconnect Layer forms the
adaption to one or more interconnect protocols like busses,
crossbar interfaces or NoC links. Depending on the protocol
requirements, such adaptors can be more or less complex. For
bus protocols where very strict inter-cycle dependencies exist,
such a adaptor is rather complex requiring state machines
on both link ends. For interconnect protocols that follow a
”Fire-and-Forget’ approach, the adaptor can be of very low
complexity and may boil down to an adaption of handshake
signaling.

Each protocol adaptor can make use of one or more VLinks.
For a NoC interface, the adaptor generally requires only one
VLink, as long as no virtual channels are used. If virtual
channels are used, a VLink is required for each virtual channel.
Dedicated VLinks for virtual channels can be omitted, if the
NoC is designed such that the destination can deassert its
ready signal early (almost full), at a time where at least as
many words fit in the destination’s input buffer as the maximal
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Fig. 6. Continuation of two AXI links

latency of the TSV-Hub (in cycles).

V. IMPLEMENTATION

An implementation of the building blocks described above
on RTL level has been realized. The RTL descriptions have
been synthesized for a 65 nm and a 40 nm standard cell
CMOS process.

To model the TSVs, parameters of the TSV process de-
scribed in [28] are used.

The TSV-Hubs require a high speed clock, however the
clock skew between different TSV-Hubs is nonrelevant. There-
fore, the clock network does not have to be a sophisticated H-
tree, or even a “3D-H-tree”. Another option is generating the
clock internaly by means of a PLL circuit. Within one TSV-
Hub, the TSV clock is delivered through a dedicated clock
TSV to the other chip layer. Our simulations show, that for
the chosen standard cell process, and with the physical TSV
parameters from [28] a TSV clock of ftsv = 2 GHz is feasible.

To demonstrate our concept, we composed a TSV-Hub
capable of transporting two independent AXI interconnects
as it is shown in figure 6. The two AXI links are fully
independent. Of course, it would also be possible to continue
different protocols by using appropriate adaptors. We decided
howevever, for the sake of clarity, two use only links of one
protocol in this case study.

The AMBA AXI protocol is a well-known and widely used
protocol for on-chip-interconnects [31]. The AXI specification,
however, only defines the link interface and handshake proto-
cols and not the actual architecture of an interconnect fabric.
An AXI link is composed of five independent channels (Write
Address, Write Data, Read Address, Read Data and Write
Response), where each channel is unidirectional except for one
wire used as flow control (ready signal). The size of the data
word within the data channels is configurable, we use 64 and
32 bit wide data signals in our implementation. The address
size is 32 bit. Besides the actual address or data information
each AXI channel transports further control information and
handshake signals.

TABLE I
WIDTHS OF AXI CHANNELS IN BITS

Channel 32 Bit 64 Bit
Read Address (Wraddr) 49 49
Write Address (Wwaddr) 55 55

Write Data (Wwdata) 42 74
Read Data (Wrdata) 40 72

Write Response (Wwresp) 9 9
Sum 195 259

Table I gives an overview on the AXI channel sizes
for a 32 and a 64 bit implementation. To establish an
AXI-Link to another chip layer without use of serialiazation
and multiplexing on the TSVs, 195 or 259 TSVs would
be necesary for a 32 bit or 64 bit implementation, respectively.

The actual bandwidth requirement for a AXI link can be
calculated as follows for the downstream/write (master to
slave) direction:

Baxi,down = fic

(
Wwdata +

Nw∑
i=1

Wwaddr

i rw,i +
N∑
i=1

Wraddr

i rr,i

)
and as follows for the upstream/read (slave to master)

direction:

Baxi,up = fic

(
Wrdata +

Nr∑
i=1

Wwresp

i
· rw,i

)
With the interconnect freequency fic and the maximum

occuring burst sizes Nw and Nr. rw,i being the probability
that a write burst is of length i, and rr,i beeing the probability
that a read burst is of length i.

If the TSV count is reduced, such that the bandwith offered
by the TSV array Btsv is smaller than the bandwidth that is
required for transporting an AXI interconnect, the performance
degrades linearly as the TSV count decreases.

This is shown in the figures 8(a) to 8(d) as dashed lines
for different burst sizes and single word transfers. However to
reach the ideal (dashed) line in an implementation it would be
required to realize non-integer serialization rates (eg. 3.22 to
map an AXI read address channel to an array of 23 TSVs).
Especially if there is no common divisor in m (width of the
VLink) and n (number of data TSVs), a full m×n crossbar is
required at the serializer. Such a crossbar however consumes a
large chip area, that generally cannot be justified by the further
TSV savings. If such a crossbar is not present, a multiplexer
maps dm/nde different portions of the m-wide-word to the
data TSVs. The required bandwidth of the VLink demands
from the TSV array is then raised to:

Bi,eff = fic · nd · dSie

The interconnect layer of our demonstrating implementation
is formed by 4 AXI-Adaptors to support two independent AXI
interconnects as depicted in figure 6.

Each AXI-Adaptor connects to 5 VLinks. This enables an
independent flow in each of the AXI channels of one AXI
interconnect.
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Fig. 7. Performance for different numbers of up- and downstream TSVs

Due to the mesochronous clock distribution, the VLinks
of the mesochronous type are applied. To allow a continous
data flow it is clear, that FIFOs have to be used for the data
channels. The depth of the FIFOs can be kept small. To prevent
data loss it has to be ensured, that the round trip delay through
the mesochronous synchronizer (actual data and flow control
in reverse direction) is covered. We use 4 word deep FIFOs
in our implementation.

For the VLinks used by the address channels we only use
mesochronous registers with handshaking. The utilization of
the address channels crucially depends on the length of the
burst transfers that occur in the present traffic pattern. For
long bursts the address channels are idle most of the time
and a slight delay on these channels due to the handshaking
process has only little influence on the overall performance.
As a result of the pipelined nature of the AXI protocol, such
delays are completely hidden for consecutive burst transfers.
For single word transfers, however, where each data word
is accompanied by a corresponding address on the address
channel, the performance significantly degrades if delays occur
on the address channels.

We target an interconnect clock of fic = 400 MHz and
a TSV clock of ftsv = 1.6 GHz. This means, that with a
serialization rate of S = ftsv/fic = 4 and a reduction of the
TSV count by 4 compared to the number of wires needed
for the intra-layer-link, the TSV link can keep pace with the
bandwidth requirement of the VLinks. However, the occurence
of burst transfers favors oversubscribing the TSV link, as the
actual bandwidth requirement of the address channel is much
smaller than its pure word size suggests.

At the physical layer, the downstream TSV-Array is built
out of 21 data TSVs and the upstream array contains 20 data
TSVs. These two numbers form a pareto-optimal point as
shown in section VI.

VI. RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the TSV-Hub we carried out
simulations for 4 different architectural compositions (one and
two AXI-links, 32 and 64 bit data width), different burst sizes

TABLE II
AREA CONSUMPTION OF THE MESOCHRONOUS FIFOS IN µm2

Channel 65 nm 40 nm
Read Data 3473 1778
Write Data 3570 1828

TABLE III
AREA CONSUMPTION OF THE MESOCHRONOUS SYNCHRONIZERS IN µm2

Channel 65 nm 40 nm
Read Address 1528 852
Write Address 1711 964

Write Response 490 250

TABLE IV
AREA CONSUMPTION OF COMPLETE TSV-HUB (IN µm2)

Logic Area TSV area TSV + Logic Area Reference
65 nm 40 nm (pitch 20 µm) 65 nm 40 nm Area

1x 32 bit 21876 11548 14000 35876 25548 78800

2x 32 bit 40662 21489 23200 63862 44689 156000

1x 64 bit 34369 18050 18800 53169 36850 103600

2x 64 bit 64383 34002 36000 100383 70002 207200

TABLE V
PECENTAGE OF ORIGINAL TSV INDUCED AREA

65 nm 40 nm
1x 32 bit 45 % 32 %
2x 32 bit 41 % 29 %
1x 64 bit 51 % 36 %
2x 64 bit 48 % 34 %

and different TSV counts. The simulations were performed
on RTL level, however realistic clock frequencies for both
TVSs and conventional logic have been choosen. We compared
the achieved throughput with the throughput of a conventional
AXI interconnect that is not continued over a TSV-hub and
normalized to this reference throughput.

The figures 8(a) to 8(d) show the results of these sim-
ulations. The dashed lines represent the throughput that is
achievable in case of a perfect serializer. A perfect serializer
means that any serialization rate is possible. In case of an
non-perfect serialzer, for a non-integer serialization rate, the
serializer generates for each m sized word dm/ne n-sized
words, where the last word is not completely filled up with
information. The simulation results are shown by the solid
lines in figure 8.

If we take the the case for the 64 bit wide double link and
32 word long burst transfers, we see that with 37 TSVs we
still achieve 97% throughput, to achieve 98% at least 55 TSVs
would be necesary and 74 TSVs for 100%.

Figure 7 shows the mean value of up- and downstream
throughput for different numbers of upstream and downstream
TSVs (two AXI links / 32 bit). Here the point with 21
downstream and 20 upstream TSVs results in a throughput of
95%. For 100% throughput 40 upstream and 42 downstream
TSVs would be required.

These TSV counts show pareto optimal points, where we
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Fig. 8. Performance Degradation for downstream axi link

accept a certain (but small) loss of performance, but have a
good utilization of the present TSVs.

Table IV shows the area occupation of both logic and TSV
induced area for the different scenarios. The total area is
compared to a reference area that is required if no multiplexing
and serialization is applied. In a design containing only two
32-bit AXI links that span more than one active layer, around
390 TSVs are necessary if each wire has its own dedicated
TSV. If a TSV pitch of 20 µm is assumed, such an array
would consume 0.156 mm2 of chip area. With serialiazation
and multiplexing we can reduce the number of required TSVs
to 47 resulting in an TSV area of only 0.023 mm2. With
the additonal area needed for serializing and multiplexing
(0.041 mm2) we achieve a total area of 0.064 mm2 (41%
of the original TSV area). For a 40 nm process, the same
calculation gives 29% of the original area. The saved area is
just one benefit. In addition to that, the TSV introduced yield
drop is significantly lower as the number of TSVs has been
reduced by 80%.

Obviously with smaller TSV pitches, the area saving
achieved decreases. For the the implementations shown in IV,
the critical value is around 7 µm for 65 nm process and 5 µm
for the 40 nm process. For smaller TSV pitches no area saving
is achieved by serialization/multiplexing. However, the TSV

introduced yield drop is still reduced.
Naturally also the feature size of the integration process for

conventional logic influence the achieved area saving. Smaller
feature sizes reduce the logic overhead caused by multiplexing
and serialization and thus support our concept.

If we look at current trends, technology scaling is still
continuing as we see by the advent of the 22 nm process
technologies. We assumed a TSV pitch of 20 µm in our
analysis, as this is a realistic number for current prototype
3D-ICs. The first commercially, by foundry services available
TSVs processes, however, will most likely have a much higher
TSV pitch in order to achieve a acceptable yield. This trend
can be seen for example at programs like CEA-Leti’s “Open
3D“ initative [32], where a minimum TSV pitch of 80 µm will
be available. This results in a much higher TSV induced areas,
as the TSVs area scales quadratically with the TSV pitch.

VII. CONCLUSION

We presented a new, protocol aware, concept of better
utilizing TSV’s transfer capacity. The concept makes use of
virtual vertical links that share a common TSV array. By using
a higher clock speed for TSV arrays and serializing the data
stream of individual virtual links, a reduction of TSV count
is achieved. If the load on the virtual links is not allways



at 100 % a further reduction of TSV count is achieved by
oversubscription and multiplexing of several virtual links onto
the same TSV array.

We presented a case study for a vertical continuation of
two independent AXI interconnects, that share a common TSV
array and showed that TSV induced area can be reduced such
that, the area occupied by the logic overhead for serialization
and multiplexing, together with the actual TSV area is only
29 to 51 % of the original TSV area (when serialization
and multiplexing is not applied). One promising application
scenario for our concept is to combine multiple vertical links
in a 3D mesh NoC. But also for more heterogenous topologies
the conecept is benefitial. Not all upcoming 3D-SoCs will
require a fully-fledged regular NoC (like a stacked mesh).
Heterogenous 3D-SoCs will make us of different application
specififc point to point protocols to connect to on-chip-sensors,
hardware accelarators and peripherie. We showed in this paper,
that it is possible to stretch such protocols over multiple layers
in 3D-ICs with economical use of TSVs.
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